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Abstract
Background: The principle that a single large habitat patch should hold more species
than several small patches totalling the same area (SL > SS) is used by conservation
agencies to favour protection of large, contiguous areas. Previous reviews of empirical studies have found the opposite, SS > SL, creating the single large or several small
(SLOSS) debate.
Aims: Review the empirical and theoretical SLOSS literature; identify potential mechanisms underlying the SS > SL pattern; evaluate these where possible.
Location: Global.
Time period: 1976–2018.
Major taxa: Plants, invertebrates, vertebrates.
Methods: Literature review.
Results: Like previous reviews, I found that SS > SL dominates empirical findings. This
pattern remained, although it was somewhat weakened, in studies where sampling
intensity was proportional to patch size. I found six classes of theory, and conducted
five preliminary evaluations of theory. None of the predictions was supported. The
SS > SL pattern held for specialist species groups, suggesting it does not result from
incursion by generalists into small patches. I found no evidence for the prediction
that the reverse pattern (SL > SS) becomes more common over time since patch creation, through gradual species losses from SS. I found no difference between results
for natural and anthropogenic patches. There was also no evidence for predictions
that SL > SS is more common when the matrix is more hostile, or for stable than
ephemeral patches.
Main conclusions: Most empirical comparisons find SS > SL. While there are several
potential causes, more empirical work is needed to identify those at play. Meanwhile,
conservation practitioners should understand that there is no ecological evidence
supporting a general principle to preserve large, contiguous habitat areas rather than
multiple small areas of the same total size.
KEYWORDS
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liverworts, lichens, bracket fungi, aquatic plants, gastropods, crustaceans, aquatic invertebrates, butterflies, leafhoppers, crickets, drag-

More than four decades ago, Diamond (1975) proposed the SL > SS

onflies, ants, carabid beetles, saproxylic beetles, parasitoid wasps,

‘principle’, that a single large patch of habitat (SL) holds more species

micro-arthropods, reef fish, amphibians, lizards, small mammals,

than several small patches (SS) of the same total area. Here I use

bats, and birds – and for a wide variety of different ecosystems and

‘patch’ as a general term meaning a habitat area that can be delin-

spatial scales.

eated from others. Notably, Diamond did not provide any empirical

Despite apparent consistency of the empirical results, SLOSS is

support for his principle. In the applied world, conservation organi-

still described either as a debate (e.g. Kendal et al., 2017; Le Roux,

zations immediately assumed that Diamond’s principle was valid and

Ikin, Lindenmayer, Manning, & Gibbons, 2015; Lindenmayer, Wood,

began to use it. Of particular importance, the International Union

McBurney, Blair, & Banks, 2015; MacDonald, Anderson, Acorn,

for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) included the SL > SS principle in

& Nielsen, 2018a, 2018b; Rösch, Tscharntke, Scherber, & Batáry,

their World Conservation Strategy (IUCN, 1980), a very influential

2015), or researchers conclude that there is no single answer

document used by countries around the world to guide conservation

and that the answer depends on various conditions (reviewed in

efforts.

Kingsland, 2002). There are two reasons for this mismatch between

Early reviews concluded that all empirical tests of Diamond’s

the empirical findings and researchers’ inferences about SLOSS.

SL > SS principle had failed to support it (Quinn & Harrison, 1988;

First, the validity of empirical SLOSS studies has been called into

Simberloff & Abele, 1982). This ignited the now-longstanding ‘single

question. Early on, Ramsey (1989) and Mac Nally and Lake (1999)

large or several small’ (SLOSS) debate within the conservation re-

argued that the Quinn and Harrison (1988) ‘saturation index’ for

search community. The lack of empirical support for SL > SS has con-

testing SLOSS was biased. Some researchers incorrectly took this

tinued over the past 40 + years. My review of significant responses

to mean that conclusions based on comparisons of the Quinn and

to habitat fragmentation (Fahrig, 2017) included 60 SLOSS-type

Harrison (1988) species accumulation curves (Figure 1) were also bi-

comparisons. All of them found more species in several small patches

ased. More recently, Gavish, Ziv, and Rosenzweig (2011) pointed out

than in few large patches of the same total area (as in Figure 1a; see

that many empirical SLOSS studies are biased in favour of SS > SL

figure 9a in Fahrig, 2017). Several small patches have been found

because small patches are often more intensively sampled for spe-

to contain more species than few large patches for a wide variety

cies than are large patches. The second reason for the mismatch be-

of taxonomic groups – trees, other vascular plants, bryophytes,

tween the consistent empirical findings of SS > SL and researchers’

F I G U R E 1 Empirical single large or several small (SLOSS) comparisons (Quinn & Harrison, 1988). The total number of species is
accumulated with cumulative area across patches, ordered from smallest to largest (red curve) and from largest to smallest (blue curve). The
two curves accumulate the same list of species (from all sampled patches), and so the maximum number of species, and the maximum habitat
area, across all patches is identical for the two curves. Dashed grey line in panel (a): comparison of the two cumulative species values at a
given total area of habitat indicates whether the total number of species in many small patches is higher or lower than the total number of
species in few large patches, for that given total area of habitat. Panel headers indicate the conclusion drawn from each figure. If the smallto-large curve is entirely above the large-to-small curve (a), then SS > SL. If the large-to-small curve is entirely above the small-to-large curve
(b), then SL > SS. If the curves cross (c) then the SLOSS comparison is inconclusive [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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inferences about SLOSS is that many studies have proposed rea-

figures but are sometimes presented in text or tables. Note I did not

sonable ideas and theories for why and how SLOSS should depend

include papers that only reported the Quinn and Harrison (1988) sat-

on various factors (e.g. Atmar & Patterson, 1993; Kallimanis, Kunin,

uration index without the species accumulation curves, because, as

Halley, & Sgardelis, 2005; Margules, Higgs, & Rafe, 1982; McCarthy,

mentioned above, this index has been shown to be biased.

Thompson, & Williams, 2006; Ovaskainen, 2002; Pelletier, 2000;

In addition to studies found through the Web of Science search,

Tjørve, 2010). These have led to an expectation that there are pre-

I looked for additional studies by reviewing the papers that cite

dictable situations where SL > SS and others where SS > SL.

Quinn and Harrison (1988), as this paper is the source of the graph-

Importantly, SLOSS is not simply an abstract academic question.

ical method for making SLOSS comparisons (Figure 1). I also looked

Global biodiversity is in precipitous decline due mainly to loss of

for additional studies in the citations sections of retained papers. In

natural habitats (Butchart et al., 2010). Conservation of biodiversity

cases where data were included in the paper but not presented in a

depends on the answer to SLOSS because at present, conserva-

SLOSS comparison figure (Figure 1), I extracted the data and made

tion agencies around the world are using the SL > SS principle for

the SLOSS comparison figure. In cases where the data were not in-

decisions about habitat preservation. Based on this principle, con-

cluded in the paper and were not presented in a SLOSS comparison

servation agencies prioritize large, contiguous natural areas, and as-

figure, I contacted the authors to request the data and/or SLOSS

sume that small bits of habitat are not worth conserving (Fischer &

comparison figure. Some authors did not reply, some sent me their

Lindenmayer, 2002; Hernández-Ruedas et al., 2014; Hill et al., 2018),

data so that I could make the figure, and some sent me one or more

even when these add up to the same area as the large ones. If the

SLOSS comparison figures. In some cases these represented only a

SL > SS principle is not correct, the cumulative impact on biodiver-

subset of the comparisons mentioned in the paper. I did not include

sity of the loss of small unprotected patches is much larger than con-

comparisons mentioned in papers unless I had the actual SLOSS

servation agencies have been led to believe.

comparison figures (or data). I did not include data presented in re-

Here, my overall goal was to understand why previous empirical

view papers, to avoid double-counting. I included results separately

reviews consistently find SS > SL. To this end, I conducted a review

for most subdivisions of the data made by the authors. For example,

of empirical and theoretical SLOSS studies, to: (a) determine whether

if the authors included separate figures for specialist and generalist

this pattern (SS > SL) holds for studies with unbiased sampling, that

species I included these as separate comparisons. When provided, I

is, where sampling was proportional to patch size; (b) identify theo-

also included separate comparisons for different habitat types (e.g.

ries from the literature that might explain this pattern, and (c) use the

natural versus man-made stones in Douglas & Lake, 1994), or for

empirical studies to conduct evaluations of predictions derived from

patches surrounded by different matrix types (e.g. a matrix of non-na-

some of these theories, where possible.

tive pine plantation versus grazing lands in Fischer & Lindenmayer,
2002). I did this to allow evaluations of some of the predictions that

2 | LITE R AT U R E S E A RC H

emerged from my review of theory (below). However, I acknowledge
that these evaluations are preliminary because multiple comparisons
from the same study are not independent. Note that I did not include

The goal of the literature review was to build a complete picture of

multiple comparisons from a study for the same species group in the

the SLOSS literature up to the end of 2018, including both empiri-

same patches in different years, or for different groupings of patches

cal and theoretical studies. I began by searching on Web of Science

(unless they differed by habitat type), or in different regions (unless

using the following search string: (“several small” OR “several-small”

the author indicated some difference between the regions, for ex-

OR “SLOSS”) AND (“single large” OR “single-large” or “SLOSS”), re-

ample habitat type, matrix type).

fined by research area to environmental sciences and biodiversity

As there is no effect size and no statistical test for SLOSS com-

and conservation. I retained all papers presenting SLOSS theory or

parisons, I categorized each SLOSS comparison into one of the three

SLOSS data. I did not retain review papers. For the empirical studies

categories shown in Figure 1. If the small-to-large curve was entirely

I retained only those that evaluated species richness, as the SLOSS

above the large-to-small curve, I concluded that SS > SL. If the large-

debate is specifically about species richness. However, most of the

to-small curve was entirely above the small-to-large curve, I con-

theory related to the SLOSS question is actually based on single spe-

cluded SL > SS. If the curves crossed I concluded that the result was

cies models and mechanisms (Ovaskainen, 2002), which are then

inconclusive. There were two situations in which I did not consider

extrapolated to species richness. Therefore, I retained both single-

line-crossings as such, because they could be artefacts of connecting

species and multi-species SLOSS theory.

points by straight lines. First, if the author connected the first point

To ensure comparability among empirical studies I included only

in the large-to-small curve to the origin, I did not include instances

SLOSS studies of the type shown in Figure 1 (Quinn & Harrison,

of crossed lines within this extrapolated segment if this was the only

1988) or equivalent, that is, combining species lists across patches to

instance of the lines crossing (e.g. see figure 2f in MacDonald et al.,

compare species richness in several small versus few large patches

2018a). Similarly, I did not include instances of crossed lines between

of the same total area. Hereafter I refer to a comparison based on

the second last and last points on the small-to-large curve when

Quinn and Harrison species accumulation curves (Figure 1) as a

this was the only instance of the lines crossing (e.g. see figure 4 in

‘SLOSS comparison’. SLOSS comparisons are usually presented in

Lizee, Tatoni, & Deschamps-Cottin, 2016). The former would lead to
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missing an instance where SL > SS (four cases), while the latter would

these unbiased studies found SS > SL (Figure 2b – right bar). In con-

lead to missing an instance where SS > SL (five cases).

trast 91% of comparisons from the remaining studies (a combination of biased studies and possibly biased studies) found SS > SL

3 | R E S U LT S A N D D I S CU S S I O N
3.1 | Overall review of empirical studies

(Figure 2b – left bar). Eleven percent of comparisons from unbiased
studies found SL > SS while only 1% of comparisons in the remaining studies found SL > SS (Figure 2b). Therefore, while sampling bias
does not ‘explain away’ the dominant finding of SS > SL, it is clearly
producing an over-representation of this pattern in the empirical lit-

I found 157 SLOSS comparisons, from 58 studies (data are in

erature. Future empirical SLOSS studies need to ensure that sam-

Supporting Information Table S1; reference for each study is in ei-

pling is proportional to patch size.

ther the References section or in the Appendix). Seventy-two per-

The SLOSS comparisons from studies with unbiased sampling

cent of SLOSS comparisons found SS > SL, 22% were inconclusive

were highly variable. They represent a wide variety of taxonomic

(i.e. the small-to-large and large-to-small lines crossed) and 6% found

groups – birds, butterflies, plants, fish, fungi, lichens, bryophytes,

SL > SS (Figure 2a – left bar). The pattern was similar at the level

crustaceans, orthopterans and mites – and a wide variety of habi-

of studies: 81% of studies found at least one comparison where

tats—coral reefs, forests, grasslands, trees, moss, stones, mires and

SS > SL, 33% of studies found at least one comparison that was in-

true islands – surrounded by different matrix types – water, clear-

conclusive and 9% of studies found at least one comparison where

cuts, wetland, forest, agriculture, rock, and urban development. All

SL > SS (Figure 2a – right bar); note these add to > 100% of studies as

of my preliminary evaluations of predictions from SLOSS theory

some studies with multiple comparisons found more than one result.

(Figure 2c–g) were limited to the 75 comparisons from these unbi-

Of the comparisons where there was a clear difference between SL

ased studies.

and SS, 93% found SS > SL (Figure 2a – left bar). These results are
consistent with those of previous reviews, which found that SS > SL
findings dominate the empirical literature.
There were no obvious similarities among the five studies that

3.3 | Review of SLOSS theory and predictions, and
some evaluations

contained at least one instance of SL > SS. They were highly variable,
including aquatic invertebrates, butterflies, forest birds, and vascu-

In my review of SLOSS theory I found a plethora of ideas, published

lar plants including exotic plants. They included studies of both true

over a 40-year span, that make predictions about the conditions in

islands and habitat patches (both natural and human-created), and

which we should expect SL > SS versus SS > SL. However, these pre-

with different types of matrix – forest, water or agriculture.

dictions have not yet been compared to the empirical evidence. All
reviews of the empirical SLOSS comparisons, including this one, have

3.2 | Effect of sampling bias

found that SS > SL dominates results: among the 75 SLOSS comparisons with unbiased sampling, I found about five times as many
SS > SL results as SL > SS results (Figure 2b – right bar). Given this,

Gavish et al. (2011) pointed out that many SLOSS studies are likely

the next step to resolving the SLOSS debate is to determine which

biased toward finding SS > SL because in many studies the number

mechanism or combination of mechanisms is responsible for this em-

of sampling points per unit area declines with patch size. Therefore,

pirical pattern. Here I summarize the SLOSS theories I found in my

when combining patches into subsets of equal total area, subsets

review, and I extract predictions from each in light of the results of

with many small patches often have more sampling points than sub-

the empirical review (in italics below). For a few of these predictions

sets with few large patches. This would lead to a higher likelihood of

there was sufficient information from the reviewed empirical studies

finding a given species in the set of several small patches than in the

to do an evaluation (Figure 2c–g). These evaluations are preliminary

few large patches.

because the number of comparisons is often small and multiple com-

To determine whether this is responsible for the predominance

parisons from the same study are not independent. Again, for these

of SS > SL in the empirical literature, I categorized the sampling

evaluations I used only the 75 comparisons from studies with sam-

methods in each study into one of four categories: (a) no sampling

pling clearly proportional to patch size, that is, unbiased sampling

bias, that is, either sampling was proportional to patch size or all

(see Section 3.2).

patches were completely sampled; (b) sampling intensity decreased
with patch size but there was some effort to compensate for potential bias; (c) the number of samples or sampling area was the same for

3.3.1 | Incursion by common, generalist species

all patches (i.e. strong sampling bias); or (d) the relationship between
sampling intensity and patch size was unclear.

Early on, proponents of the SL > SS principle recognized that the argu-

Just under half of the SLOSS comparisons (75) were from stud-

ments predicting SL > SS only apply to species whose distributions are

ies with clearly unbiased sampling, that is, where sampling increased

mainly limited to the habitat in question. They argued that common,

in proportion to patch size. Fifty-two percent of comparisons from

habitat-generalist species are more likely to occur in small patches

|
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F I G U R E 2 (a) Several small > single large (SS > SL) findings dominate the empirical literature. Of 157 single large or several small (SLOSS)
comparisons, 72% found SS > SL, 22% were inconclusive and 6% found SL > SS. Of the comparisons where there was a clear difference
between SL and SS, 93% found SS > SL. The pattern was similar at the level of studies. Of the 58 studies, 81% found at least one case where
SS > SL, 33% found at least one case that was inconclusive and 9% found at least one case where SL > SS. (Note these add to > 100% of
studies as some studies with multiple comparisons found more than one result.) (b) Sampling bias causes an over-representation of the
SS > SL pattern in the empirical literature, but SS > SL is still the dominant pattern. Just under half of the SLOSS comparisons (75) were
from studies with unbiased sampling, that is, where sampling increased in proportion to patch size. Fifty-two percent of these comparisons
from unbiased studies found SS > SL and 11% found SL > SS, that is, about a fivefold difference. Ninety-one percent of comparisons from
the remaining studies – biased studies and possibly biased studies – found SS > SL. (c) There was no evidence for the prediction that the
SS > SL pattern is due to incursion of small patches by generalist species. Seventy percent of specialist/threatened species groups showed
SS > SL, as compared to 52% for all species groups (compare to b – unbiased sampling). (d) There was no evidence for the prediction that
SL > SS should become more likely over time following patch creation by habitat loss. If anything, the reverse seemed to be true. Each study
was placed into one of four approximate categories, varying in order of magnitude in the number of generations (for the particular species
group) since patch creation: 1–5 generations; 10–50 generations; 100–500 generations (omitted as there was only one comparison); > 1,000
generations. (e) The proportion of SS > SL results was about the same, irrespective of whether the patches were created by anthropogenic
habitat loss and matrix alteration or natural in origin. Note, studies where the habitat was ephemeral or highly dynamic were excluded from
this evaluation. (f) There was no evidence for the prediction that SL > SS when the matrix is more hostile and/or patches are farther apart. If
anything, the reverse seemed to be true. (g) There was no evidence for the prediction that SS > SL should be more common for ephemeral
or highly dynamic habitat than for stable habitat. Note, evaluations (c) through (g) were based only on the studies in which sampling was
proportional to patch size, that is, unbiased sampling [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

than large patches because of their high edge : area ratio, while the

generalist species, boosting the species richness across SS patches. If

interior of large patches should be the abode of habitat specialists, in-

this is in fact the underlying reason for the dominance of SS > SL across

cluding rare species and many threatened species (Blake & Karr, 1984;

empirical studies, then we should be less likely to find SS > SL for groups

Diamond, 1976; Willis, 1984). Therefore, they suggested that the pre-

of habitat specialist/threatened species than for groups of habitat general-

dominance of SS > SL results was due to incursion of small patches by

ists or for groups that combine specialists and generalists.
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From the studies in which sampling was proportional to patch

other words, minimum area requirements refer to a minimum total

size (i.e. unbiased sampling), there were 20 empirical SLOSS com-

area (across all patches) rather than a minimum patch size. As long

parisons for specialist/threatened groups of species. Of these, 14

as patches are close enough together, persistence across multiple

found SS > SL and only one found SL > SS (Figure 2c). Thus, empirical

patches could occur by frequent immigration and/or by individual

SLOSS studies to date do not support the idea that SL > SS for spe-

space use that incorporates multiple patches. Indeed, tracking stud-

cialist and threatened species groups. If anything, specialists/threat-

ies of mammalian predators indicate that individuals often move

ened species groups show an even stronger tendency for SS > SL

through non-habitat, linking patches together (LaPoint, Gallery,

than the overall pattern: compare Figure 2c to Figure 2b – right bar.

Wikelski, & Kays, 2013; Scharf, Belant, Beyer, Wikelski, & Safi, 2018;

Therefore, it appears that incursion of small patches by generalist

Vanbianchi, Gaines, Murphy, & Hodges, 2018). The lack of support

species does not explain the dominance of the SS > SL pattern.

for the predicted dominance of SL > SS based on minimum patch
size requirements also suggests that Tjørve’s (2010) prediction of

3.3.2 | Minimum patch size, selective
extinction, and nestedness

higher species density on large patches than small patches is likely not
supported. This is at least qualitatively consistent with the fact that,
among the papers in my SLOSS empirical review that included estimates of species density (in addition to species number per patch),

The earliest argument I found in my review of theory is the idea that

Acosta and Robertson (2002) found higher fish species density on

species have minimum patch size requirements (Hanski, 1994). The

small than large reef patches, Arroyo-Rodríguez, Pidena, Escobar,

idea is that when patches are created (through habitat loss), the spe-

and Benítez-Malvido (2009) found higher plant species density in

cies that need larger patches for persistence will be lost from the

small than large forest patches, and Leavesley and Cary (2013) and

smaller patches over time, in a process of selective extinction. Small

Hernandez-Ruedas et al. (2014) found no difference in species den-

patches would then contain only a subset of species that occur in

sity between small and large patches for birds and trees in forest

large patches, resulting over time in a pattern of species nestedness

patches, respectively.

with respect to patch size (Atmar & Patterson, 1993; Margules et
al., 1982; Patterson & Atmar, 1986). In addition, using a two-patch
model, and assuming minimum patch size requirements, Tjørve
(2010) predicted that selective extinction should lead to higher spe-

3.3.3 | Time since patch creation, accumulation of
species losses

cies density, that is, number of species per sampling plot, in large
patches than small patches.

Noting the lack of empirical support for the expectation of SL > SS,

Occasionally, authors have used this theory to infer SL > SS from

Soulé and Simberloff (1986) were the first to propose the idea that

an observed pattern of species nestedness with patch size, without

perhaps SL > SS only several generations after the patches were cre-

actually presenting a SLOSS comparison (e.g. Hecnar & M'Closkey,

ated. This is again based on the idea that species with large patch size

1997). However, this inference entails cross-scale extrapolation, be-

requirements will be lost from small patches (see previous section),

cause nestedness is about the species composition of large versus

and so ultimately more species should be lost from several small than

small patches, not about the species composition of few large versus

few large patches. As these species losses will take some time, the

several small patches. Such cross-scale extrapolation can be prob-

SL > SS pattern may not be observed until several generations after

lematic (Fahrig et al., 2019). In fact, many studies have found little

the patches were created. This leads to the prediction that the longer

or no relationship between the degree of nestedness and SLOSS

since patch creation, the higher the likelihood of observing SL > SS. This

(Berglund & Jonsson, 2003; Cook, 1995; Cutler, 1994; McLain &

idea also leads to the prediction that we should see SL > SS in natu-

Pratt, 1999; Peintinger, Bergamini, & Schmid, 2003; Simberloff &

rally patchy situations, except where patches are ephemeral, as here the

Martin, 1991). In addition, it appears that most systems are either

time since patch creation is longest, providing the most time for an

not nested or only weakly nested by patch size (Acosta & Robertson,

accumulation of species losses.

2002; Dauber, Bengtsson, & Lenoir, 2006; Hokkanen, Kouki, &

Note that Soulé and Simberloff’s argument does not actually

Komonen, 2009; Mohd-Azlan & Lawes, 2011; Richardson et al.,

predict SS > SL immediately following patch creation, so it cannot

2015; Rosch et al., 2015). This might be because species occurrence

explain the preponderance of SS > SL in the empirical literature.

is not only affected by extinction, but is also affected by colonization

However, modelling and empirical work on single species suggest

(see Section 3.3.5). To produce a highly nested pattern, selective ex-

that, as long as patches are close enough together, more individuals

tinction would need to outweigh colonization.

should be ‘rescued’ from habitat loss when the remaining habitat is

The mechanisms of minimum patch size requirements and selec-

in several small patches than a few large patches. This is because

tive extinction predict dominance of SL > SS. Given that the em-

the higher edge length of several small patches should increase the

pirical literature does not support this prediction, and given that

likelihood that individuals stranded in the matrix following habitat

species do require a minimum amount of habitat for persistence

loss will find habitat (Figure 3; Grez, Zaviezo, Tischendorf, & Fahrig,

(Fahrig, 2001), the theory implies that most species can persist across

2004; Tischendorf, Grez, Zaviezo, & Fahrig, 2005). This should pro-

multiple patches rather than requiring a single patch for persistence. In

duce a short-term predominance of SS > SL following habitat creation.
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F I G U R E 3 Modelling and empirical
work on single species suggest that more
individuals should be ‘rescued’ from
habitat loss when the remaining habitat is
in several small patches than a single large
patch. This is because the higher edge
length of several small patches should
increase the likelihood that individuals
stranded in the matrix following habitat
loss will find habitat [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

As a preliminary evaluation of these ideas I categorized each of

SL > SS in this situation, there was no support for this prediction.

the empirical studies with unbiased sampling into one of four ap-

Additionally, in conversation, some researchers have suggested the

proximate categories, varying in order of magnitude in the number

opposite prediction, arguing that species in naturally patchy systems

of generations (for the particular species group) since patch creation:

should be adapted to them. It is not clear to me why this should lead

1–5 generations; 10–50 generations; 100–500 generations; > 1,000

to a predominance of SS > SL, but in any case the results so far do not

generations. Note that these categories are very approximate be-

support this idea (Figure 2e).

cause most studies did not provide detailed information on the time
since patch creation, and because species groups often include a
mix of species with very different generation times. However, as the
categories vary by orders of magnitude I suggest they do represent

3.3.4 | Habitat heterogeneity, environmental
clumping, patchy species distributions

meaningful variation. I emphasize that these categories were not the
number of years since patch creation, but (very approximately) the

In my review of theory, several authors pointed out that the pre-

number of generations since patch creation. For example, I placed

existing spatial distribution of species and habitat types might cause

studies of arthropods 1 or 2 years following experimental creation

either SS > SL or SL > SS following habitat loss and patch creation,

of rock or moss patches (Douglas & Lake, 1994; Hoyle & Harbone,

depending on whether those pre-existing distributions are spatially

2005) in the 1–5 generations since patch creation category. I also

autocorrelated, that is, clumped (SS > SL) or even (SL > SS), and de-

placed a study of shrubs and trees on a set of islands that were cre-

pending on the spatial scale of the spatial autocorrelation relative

ated 60 years ago by flooding (Hu, Wu, Feeley, Xu, & Yu, 2012) in the

to the spatial scale of the patches. This idea was first implied by

1–5 generations category because of the relatively long generation

Diamond (1975), when he proposed the SL > SS principle and noted

time of woody plants, and especially considering that seed banks

that ‘Principle B [i.e. SL > SS] needs to be qualified by the statement

may be present. Again, this is a coarse categorization but I believe

that separate reserves in an inhomogeneous region may each favour

they are meaningful given the wide variation in study systems that I

the survival of a different group of species’. In other words, he ex-

found in my review. In addition, for each study I determined whether

pected SL > SS only if either habitat was homogeneous across all

the patches were created by human activities – either habitat loss or

patches or if large patches were at least as heterogeneous as the set

conversion of the matrix from natural to human-dominated covers

of small patches. Thus, if sets of many small patches are more heteroge-

(or both). I also identified the cases where the patches were ephem-

neous than sets of few large patches then we might find SS > SL. In fact

eral or highly dynamic, for example stones in the inter-tidal zone

this was the most common explanation provided by authors for their

(Londoño-Cruz & Tokeshi, 2007), tree gaps that will fill in (Vargas

findings of SS > SL in my review of empirical SLOSS studies (Baz &

et al., 2013), or patches created by clear-cuts that are allowed to re-

Garcia Boyero, 1996; Dauber et al., 2006; Dzwonko & Loster, 1989;

grow (Lindenmayer et al., 2015). I found no evidence for the predic-

Game & Peterken, 1984; Magura, Ködöböcz, & Tόthmérész, 2001;

tions that SL > SS becomes more prevalent with increasing time since

Martínez-Sanz, Cenzano, Fernández-Aláez, & García-Criado, 2012;

patch creation, and that instances of SS > SL should be more com-

McNeil & Fairweather, 1993; Peintinger et al., 2003; Richardson

monly observed shortly after patch creation. Interestingly, if any-

et al., 2015; Saetersdahl, 1994; Seibold et al., 2017; Simberloff &

thing the pattern was opposite to the predicted pattern (Figure 2d).

Gotelli, 1984; Tscharntke, Steffan-Dewenter, Kruess, & Thies, 2002;

I also evaluated the prediction that we should see SL > SS in nat-

Virolainen, Suomi, Suhonen, & Kuitunen, 1998).

urally patchy systems, except when habitat is ephemeral or highly

Similarly, Lasky and Keitt (2013) argued that, when the patches

dynamic (Figure 2e). As SS > SL was eight times more common than

are created by habitat loss, one can consider the set of many small
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F I G U R E 4 When the patches are
created by habitat loss, we can consider
the set of many small patches and the
set of few large patches (of equal total
area) as two samples of the previous
distribution of cover types or microhabitats in the landscape. If these
micro-habitats are patchily distributed, a
set of many small patches will intersect
more of them than will a set of few large
patches [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

patches and the set of few large patches (of equal total area) as two

than SS (Abele & Patton, 1976; Báldi & Kisbenedek, 2000; Gavish

samples of the previous distribution of cover types in the landscape

et al., 2011; Hu et al., 2012; O'Connell & Bolger, 1997; Robinson &

(Figure 4). Given that cover types tend to be spatially autocorrelated

Quinn, 1988).

and thus patchily distributed and/or distributed along gradients

To summarize this class of hypotheses: when species distribu-

(Margules & Stein, 1989) then, depending on the spatial scaling

tions are spatially autocorrelated (clumped), a set of many small

of that distribution relative to patch sizes, the set of several small

patches should intersect with more species distributions than should

patches can represent ‘more extensive environmental sampling’

a set of few large patches. One possible reason for clumped species

(Lasky & Keitt, 2013) than the set of few large patches, such that

distributions is because the environment is clumped, in which case a

the SS set will intersect more cover types. Based on this they predicted

set of many small patches should have higher overall heterogeneity

that the set of several small patches should have higher total species

(and so more species) than a set of few large patches. Given the pre-

richness and higher beta diversity, even if it has lower plot-scale alpha

dominance of spatial aggregation in nature, May et al. (2019) argue

diversity (i.e. species density). Similarly, Kallimanis et al. (2005) argued

that SS > SL should in fact be our null hypothesis.

that SLOSS depends on the spatial autocorrelation of disturbances,
where high spatial autocorrelation (clumping) of disturbances should
lead to SS > SL.

3.3.5 | Dominance of colonization/immigration

May, Rosenbaum, Schurr, and Chase (2019) also considered the
set of many small patches and the set of few large patches as two

The number of species in a single patch depends on the trade-off

samples of the pre-existing landscape. However, rather than the

between colonization/immigration and extinction. Most of the theo-

pre-existing distribution of cover types, they considered the pre-ex-

ries I found in my review that predicted SL > SS relied (implicitly or

isting spatial distributions of the species themselves. May et al.

explicitly) on the assumption that extinction dominates this trade-

(2019) predicted SS > SL when species are distributed in clumped

off (see Section 3.3.2). For a single species, if there is no coloniza-

patterns. Their argument is essentially the same as the argument of

tion/immigration then extinction time for a population in a patch

Lasky and Keitt (above) for a clumped distribution of cover types.

should depend on patch size, because a smaller patch holds a smaller

However, the species distribution argument could apply even if the

population. This means that, in the absence of immigration, extinc-

distribution of cover types is not clumped or heterogeneous but the

tion should usually occur sooner in a large set of small patches than

species distributions are. For example, many species exhibit conspe-

in a small set of large patches, as the populations in every one of the

cific attraction (e.g. Peignier et al., 2019; Ramsay, Otter, & Ratcliffe,

small patches is expected to go extinct before the population in a

1999; Schuck-Paim & Alonso, 2001), which leads to spatially auto-

large patch, leading to SL > SS (Jagers & Harding, 2009; McCarthy,

correlated (clumped) species distributions. Depending on the spatial

Thompson, & Possingham, 2005).

scaling of this clumping with respect to the sizes of the patches, this

However, there are several theories that predict SS > SL in situ-

could lead to SS > SL. Given the predominance of SS > SL, May et al.’s

ations where extinction does not dominate the trade-off between ex-

species-clumping argument predicts that in most SLOSS comparisons

tinction and colonization/immigration. Most of the theory I found in

to date, most species distributions are clumped at a spatial scale that is

this area is based on single-species modelling (see also Ovaskainen,

relevant to the scale of patchiness following habitat removal. Note that

2002) and so must be extrapolated across species to make SLOSS

species clumping independent of habitat heterogeneity might ex-

predictions. Ovaskainen (2002) predicted that the effect of coloni-

plain why some studies in my empirical review found SS > SL even in

zation/immigration on population occurrence in SS and SL patches

a homogeneous environment or where SL were more heterogeneous

should depend on the shapes of the relationships between patch size
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and (a) emigration, (b) immigration, and (c) extinction. A set of small
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abilities are very dissimilar across species we should find SL > SS. If

patches has higher edge : area and so a higher per capita emigra-

species vary in colonizing ability then those with low colonizing abil-

tion rate. Emigration represents a reduction of total population size

ity should only occur in the largest patches where extinction proba-

across the set of patches, unless the emigrants successfully immi-

bility is low, while those with strong colonizing abilities should occur

grate to another patch. On the other hand, the higher edge : area of

in nearly all patches. Thus, Cole’s idea is essentially a mechanism

several small patches should also lead to a higher per capita immi-

for selective extinction and nested species patterns (Section 3.3.2).

gration rate in a set of several small than few large patches, when

Note, however, that it does not predict a situation where SS > SL; if

patches are close enough together (Bowman, Cappuccino, & Fahrig,

colonizing abilities were identical across species, based on this idea

2002; Simberloff & Gotelli, 1984). Thus, Ovaskainen (2002) pre-

one would expect SS = SL.

dicted SS > SL when the exponential decrease in emigration with patch
size is faster than the exponential increase in immigration with patch
size. In addition, he predicted SS > SL is likely if extinction probability

3.3.6 | Population variability, spreading of risk

decreases more slowly than linearly with increasing patch size because
of higher per capita immigration into small patches (Ovaskainen,

Finally, some authors extrapolated across species the idea that

2002). Similarly, Tischendorf et al. (2005) and Pucket and Eggleston

a patchy environment reduces the risk of species extinction by

(2016) hypothesized that in systems with very high dispersal rates, a

spreading the risk over multiple sites (den Boer, 1968), to predict

larger proportion of emigrants will be retained in a system of several

SS > SL. In a single species model, Fovargue, Bode, and Armsworth

small than few large patches, leading to SS > SL.

(2018) predicted lower overall variability through time in population

The potential influence of colonization/immigration on the

abundance over several small than few large patches. Although the

SLOSS question was recognized early on. Even proponents of the

median abundance across the two systems was similar, higher vari-

SL > SS principle realized that if the matrix was essentially benign

ability over few large patches than many small patches increased

then a higher rate of colonization across several small patches might

the predicted probability of extinction there. In addition, Tscharntke

outweigh the higher per-patch extinction rate of small patches

et al. (2007) predicted SS > SL when habitat is ephemeral, as dividing

(Atmar & Patterson, 1993; Willis, 1984). However, they expected

the habitat into many small patches should reduce the probability

this to be the exception rather than the rule. Given the dominance

that all habitat containing a given species disappears simultaneously.

of SS > SL empirical results, these ideas would predict that for most

As a preliminary test of this last idea, I identified the empirical

species in most systems dispersal success is high enough such that the ef-

studies in which patches were highly ephemeral or dynamic (e.g.

fects of colonization outweigh the effects of extinction. In other words,

rocks in a streambed, clear-cut forest stands that are allowed to re-

the matrix is generally relatively benign.

grow), relative to the generation time of the studied species group. I

As a preliminary evaluation of this last idea, I categorized the ma-

found no support for the predicted higher occurrence of SS > SL in

trix in the empirical studies from my review, relative to the ability of

ephemeral than stable habitats (Figure 2g). If anything, the pattern

the species group to enter or cross it, as follows: (a) matrix very hos-

was opposite to predicted.

tile and/or very large inter-patch distances, (b) matrix benign and/or
very small inter-patch distances, or (c) matrix of intermediate hostility. For example, I categorized agriculture as hostile for woodland

4 | S U M M A RY A N D CO N C LU S I O N S

plants, benign for non-woodland plants, and intermediate for the
combination of the two (Dzwonko & Loster, 1989). An urban matrix

The SLOSS literature of the past 40 years is rich in both empirical

was considered hostile for plants (Godefroid & Koedam, 2003) but of

results and theory. Nevertheless, this paper represents the first at-

intermediate hostility for birds (Kim, Chae & Koo, 2007). I considered

tempt to confront the theory with the empirical results. In my re-

water a benign matrix for aquatic species moving between patches

view of empirical studies I found that several small patches usually

of coral (Acosta & Robertson, 2002), but hostile for terrestrial plants

hold more species than few large patches of the same total area, that

on islands (Deshaye & Morisset, 1989). As in the other evaluations, I

is, SS > SL. This pattern remained, although it became somewhat

only included the studies with unbiased sampling. Oddly, the pattern

weaker, when I included only the studies in which sampling was pro-

was exactly opposite to that predicted (Figure 2f): findings of SS > SL

portional to patch size, that is, unbiased sampling.

were more common when the matrix was more hostile. Therefore, I

In my review of theory I found a wide array of predicted situa-

found no support for the prediction that SS > SL results should be

tions where SL > SS should dominate versus where SS > SL should

more common when the matrix is less hostile.

dominate. However, in preliminary evaluations using the unbiased

In my review of SLOSS theory I found two other ideas related

studies from my empirical review, I found no support for several of

to the dominance of colonization/immigration. Nekola and White

these predictions. First, the SS > SL pattern held for specialist and

(2002) combined the roles of habitat heterogeneity and coloniza-

threatened species, which suggests that the dominance of SS > SL is

tion/immigration to predict that SS > SL when both colonization/im-

not a result of incursion by generalist species into small patches. I also

migration is high and habitat heterogeneity is higher in several small than

found no evidence for the prediction that results showing SL > SS

few large patches. Cole (1981) hypothesized that when colonizing

should become more common over time since patch creation due
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to gradual loss of species; if anything, the opposite appeared to be

in several small versus few large patches. And, we need all of these

true. I also found no difference between natural and anthropogenic

across a wide range of ecological situations, that is, different species

patches; they had similar rates of occurrence of SS > SL. There was

groups, habitat types, landscape types and spatial scales.

also no evidence for the prediction that SL > SS should be more com-

In summary, there is so far no evidence to support the common

mon when the matrix is more hostile, or that SS > SL should be more

assumption that SL > SS. The majority of empirical results suggest

common in ephemeral than stable patches; the results suggested the

SS > SL, and there are, as yet, no clear conditions in which SL > SS.

reverse in both cases. These preliminary evaluations should not be

To move forward on SLOSS we need to recognize this pattern in the

considered conclusive, as the numbers of comparisons available for

data. We must also subject the theory and ideas that predict SL > SS

them were relatively small, and multiple SLOSS comparisons from

in various situations to empirical tests rather than accepting them

the same study are not independent.

without evidence. My hope is that this review will encourage further

As discussed in Section 1, the SLOSS question is very import-

empirical tests. Meanwhile, it is critically important that conserva-

ant for conservation. The common assumption among conservation

tion practitioners understand that there is no evidence supporting a

agencies, that SL > SS, has led to preferential protection of large,

general conservation principle that values preservation of large, con-

contiguous areas and little or no protection of small areas, even

tiguous habitat areas over multiple small areas of the same total area.

when numerous. The findings of this review suggest that this bias towards large, contiguous areas does a disservice to the conservation
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ing the theory with data, the results here open the door to a wide
array of future research needs, where the goal will be to understand
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